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How to your company?



Digital Assistant Nikki uses artificial intelligence and is build on the virtual 

assistant of iReachm, running on Microsoft in the background.

Voice mails and requests to call back are difficult to handle for sellers on the move. 
Callers are re-directed to a secretary and he or she gets detailed information by
Nikki: which customer is calling, who is the sales contact, which products are used, 
which meetings are already scheduled and what is the status of orders. 

Nikki also supports the sellers in taking more logical routes and planning better
their appointments.



Bertje is the chatbot of the city of Roeselare. He is expected to be live by the end of this year. 

Bertje will optimize the user experience and efficiency for the citizens and the employees. He 

aims at improving the service and providing information in a very natural & intuitive way.











Azure AI Platform

Experimentation and management services 

for creating AI models with productivity.

Vision, speech, language, knowledge and search 

pre-trained services customizable for any 

scenario.

Accelerated development for conversational 

AI.









“Ultimately the question is not 

only what computers can do. 

It’s what computers should do.”

– The Future Computed
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resources



“In 2038, digital devices will 
help us do more 

with one of our most 
precious commodities: time.“ 

The Future Computed, © 2018 Microsoft



AI isn't just for the techies.

It's for you, for me, for our

children, for our families.
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95%
Customer interactions 

powered by AI bots including 
telephone and online by 2025

Engage customers
Build a loyal customer base 

with a 24/7 customer-centric 

approach to your business

Empower employees
Increase employee productivity and 

allow for focus on innovation by 

freeing up time through automation



75%
Applications including AI

By 2018, 50% of apps will 
include some form of AI

App innovation
Infuse AI into existing apps to 

improved user experience

Knowledge extraction
Backend-infused applications will 

leverage latent value in content



85%
Enterprises embracing AI

By 2020, 85% of Enterprises will be 
using AI on at least one process

Financial Services
Risk Analytics

Fraud Prevention

Customer Next Best Action

Retail
Personalization

Dynamic pricing

Advanced retail planning

Manufacturing
Predictive Maintenance

Operations Automation

Fleets management
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